Document Similarity Measure Based on the Earth Mover’s Distance Utilizing Latent Dirichlet Allocation
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Abstract: Document similarity is used to search for such documents similar to a query document given. Text-based document similarity is computed by comparing the words in documents. The cosine similarity is the most popular text-based document similarity measure and computes the similarity of two documents based on their common word frequencies. It counts the exactly same words only, so cannot reflect semantic similarity between similar words having the same meaning. We propose a new document similarity measure to solve this problem by using the Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD). The EMD enables to compute the semantic similarity of documents. To apply the EMD to the similarity measure, we need to solve the high computational complexity and to define the distance between attributes. The high computational complexity comes from the large number of words in documents. Thus, we extract the topics from documents by using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), a document generating model. Since the number of topics is much smaller than that of words, the LDA helps reduce the computational complexity. We define the distance between topics using the cosine similarity. The experimental results on real-world document databases show that the proposed measure finds similar documents more accurately than the cosine similarity owing to reflecting semantic similarity.
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INTRODUCTION

Document similarity is used to search for those documents similar to a given query document. Document search is widely used in such applications as duplicate document detection, technical paper searches and relevant document recommendations (Han and Kamber, 2006; Berry, 2003; Cao et al., 2006). For example, PubMed, the largest search site of medical documents, provides a service that recommends documents similar to each of the documents selected by a user (NCBI, 2009). To provide such a document search service, a method to compute the similarity between two documents correctly is essential. Document similarity can be computed by using the words in the documents as features. This similarity approach is called text-based similarity (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999; Josif and Potamianos, 2010; Robertson and Jones, 1976). In this study, we focus our attention on this text-based similarity. The representative text-based similarity is the cosine similarity (Salton et al., 1976; Steinbach et al., 2000), which is computed based on the frequency of the common words used in two documents. It decides two documents more similar when they have more common words inside. However, since it computes the similarity by only using the words that match exactly between the two documents and thus could not take into account such words that have a similar meaning but do not match exactly. To solve this problem, we propose a novel document similarity measure based on the Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) (Rubner et al., 2000). The EMD is a distance function used in various multimedia applications such as image, video and music search and has been known to provide good search results (Xu et al., 2010; Wichterich et al., 2008; Assent et al., 2006).

The EMD uses histograms with fixed-size bins to compare two data. The EMD computes the minimum work needed to transform one histogram into the other. The work is defined as the multiplication of the weight and the distance of the moved histogram bins. Since it uses the distance between the bins when computing the similarity, it can consider the similarity between the bins at different positions. If we assume that a document corresponds to a histogram and each word in a document does a bin of a histogram, we can compute...
the semantic similarity by considering the different words but having similar meanings by using the EMD.

However, there are some problems in computing the similarity by using the EMD. First, the computational complexity of the EMD is very high. For example, with \( n \) features, the complexity is \( O(n^3 \log n) \) (Rubner et al., 2000; Jang et al., 2011). Since the number of words in a document is very large in general, the computation of the similarity by the EMD is too time-consuming. Second, the distance between words is needed to compute a document similarity by the EMD but is difficult to define. However, since the distance between words is difficult to measure as an exact number, computing the EMD itself is impossible.

To solve these problems, we propose an EMD-based approach to measure document similarity using the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003). The LDA is a probability model that analyzes topics in a document database in machine learning. When a user inputs the number of topics \( m \), LDA first extracts \( m \) topics latent in the document database and then computes the probability that each word in the database belongs to the extracted topics (Blei, 2004; Blei and Lafferty, 2006). By using the LDA, the proposed approach changes the features of a document from \( n \) words to \( m \) topics \((n \ll m)\). The features of a document can be represented as \( m \) topics if we use the frequency of each word in the document and the probability that the word belongs to \( m \) topics. This has the benefit of reducing the time required to compute document similarity since the number of the features is substantially reduced using this method. The topic features are the result of considering all the meanings of the words in a document database by using the LDA (Wang and Grimson, 2007).

To calculate the EMD-based document similarity using the topic features, a distance measure between topics is needed. We calculate the distance using the probability that \( n \) words in a document database belongs to \( m \) topics. The proposed approach represents each topic as an \( n \) dimensional vector using the probability that the \( n \) word belongs to a topic and computes the distance between the topics in a document database by using the cosine similarity.

Since the proposed approach reduces the computational cost and measures the distance between topics, we can compute the document similarity based on the EMD. Even if the two compared documents are composed of different topics, the proposed approach has a high accuracy of document search because it can compute the semantic similarity between topics by using the topic distance and the EMD. Experimental results showed that the proposed approach had more accuracy and computed the similarity faster than the cosine similarity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document A</th>
<th>Unix</th>
<th>Linux</th>
<th>Graphic</th>
<th>Multi-media</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document B</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ \cos(\theta) = \frac{A \cdot B}{||A|| ||B||} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} A_i \cdot B_i}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} A_i^2} \cdot \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} B_i^2}} \]

The cosine similarity calculates the document similarity only using words matched exactly between two documents as seen in Eq. (1). That is, the cosine similarity cannot consider the word similarity for two words that do not match. This is a serious drawback because the document similarity cannot be computed correctly if words that have different forms but a similar or the same meaning are excluded.

For example, we assume that two documents \( A \) and \( B \) include the words in Table 1. The document \( A \) has 'Unix' and 'graphic' and the document \( B \) has 'Linux' and 'multimedia'. 'Unix' and 'Linux' are similar in meaning as the OS. 'Graphic' and 'Multimedia' are similar also because they are related to computer graphics. That is, \( A \) and \( B \) are similar documents though they don’t have any exactly matching words. However, cosine similarity calculates the document similarity between \( A \) and \( B \) as 0 because these words do not exactly match.

\[
\text{Earth mover's distance: In this study, we compute the document similarity by using the Earth Mover's Distance (EMD) in order to consider the word similarity. The EMD represents the data as a histogram to compute the similarity between the two data. Let } P = \{ p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n \} \text{ and } Q = \{ q_1, q_2, \ldots, q_n \} \text{ be two histograms.}
\]

\[
p_i \text{ and } q_i \text{ are the weight of } i\text{-th bin in each histogram.}
\]

We assume that the total weights of \( P \) and \( Q \) are the same. The distance between \( P \) and \( Q \) can be measured by computing the minimum work, the cost to move the histogram of \( P \) to the histogram of \( Q \). A work is defined as the multiplication of the ground distance \( d \) (a distance between bins) and the flow \( f \) (an amount of the weights of bins moved from one histogram to the other histogram). The ground distance is the standard distance such as the Euclidean distance or \( L_1 \) distance. Eq. (2) shows the EMD:
EMD(\(P, Q\)) = \(\sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \min\{d_{ij} \cdot f_{ij}\}\) (2)

Figure 1 shows a computation example of the EMD. The x axis is the bins of a histogram and the y axis is the weight of each bin. Although there are various cases in transporting the histogram \(P\) to the histogram \(Q\), the minimum work between the two histograms is computed when we move the bins in \(P\) to the same alphabets in \(Q\):

(A part: (0.32) + B part: (0.3\times1) + C part: (0.2\times3) + D part: (0.2\times1))

Since the EMD uses the distance between bins, it can compute the similarity between bins that are not matched exactly. If we represent a document as histograms, we can consider the word similarity by computing the EMD-based document similarity.

Applying the EMD to document similarity is difficult for two reasons:

- The computational complexity of the EMD is very high, \(O(n^3 \log n)\) as stated earlier. Even though the ground distance between words exists, it is still difficult to compute the document similarity by the EMD because the number of \(n\) words in a document is very large in general. It has been shown that as the number of features increases 100 times, the time to compute the EMD increases by about 10,000 times (Rubner et al., 2000).

The proposed approach: In this section, we propose an approach to compute document similarity using the EMD. First, to reduce the number of features \((n\) words), we extract \(m\) topics, a new feature of a document, by applying Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) which is a generative model of a document \((n \gg m)\). The LDA is a generative probabilistic model for a discrete data set such as documents and is used to analyze the topics in a document database (Blei et al., 2003). The LDA finds topics in a document database by analyzing the semantic relations between words in the document by statistical methods. The LDA is premised on the following two concepts. First, a document can have various latent topics. Second, each topic can be represented as the distribution of words. The LDA assumes that a document is generated as follows. When an author writes a document, they determine first which topics the document will include. After that, one topic among the choices of topics are selected. They then selects a word that has high probability that it belongs to the topic. The LDA assumes that a document is written from repetition of this process. Figure 2 illustrates the document generation process in the LDA. The rectangle \(N\) is the number of words in a document. The rectangle \(M\) is the number of documents in a document database. Circles is variables used in the LDA. The black circle is the variable which exists in the database and the white circle is the latent variable which does not exist in the database. The variable \(w\) denotes a word stored in the document database and \(z\) denotes the probability that this word belongs to a specific topic. The distribution of latent topics in the document is denoted by \(\Theta\) and \(\alpha\) denotes the distribution of latent topics in the document database. \(\beta\)
the frequencies of the words used in each document are probabilities that the words belong to the topic. Since the frequencies of words in the document and the distribution of topics in a document is analyzed from words belong to each topic. In other words, the words in each document and the probabilities that the words belong to the topic are computed by the multiplication of the frequencies of database as an database based on this document generative model. The LDA extracts topics latent in a document database based on this document generative model. However, the information stored in a database are only words w. Thus, the LDA estimates z, Θ, α and β backwards from w. Among the various estimation methods, the LDA use the Expectation Maximization (EM) to estimates the topics. The EM tries to determine the maximum likelihood of the parameters in a probability model dependent on the latent variables. Details of the estimation in the EM can be found in Blei et al. (2003). The extracted topic consists of n words in a document database and the probability that each word belongs to the topic. Table 2 shows an example of 4 topics extracted from a document database used in Rennie (2008) by the LDA and the top 10 words that have a high probability for a word to belong to each topic. All examples shown in this study are real-world data.

In Table 2, the topics are labeled according to the distribution of words in each topic. The extracted topics are politics (topic 1), health (topic 2), medical (topic 3) and Christian (topic 4). Each topic has words of a similar meaning. Also, since the topic is labeled from the distribution of words, many of the same words exist between similar topics and they have also higher probability. For example, ‘disectomy’, ‘Medicare’ and ‘patient’ have a higher probability in both the health and medical topics. The proposed approach extracts m topics by the LDA and represents each document in a database as an n-dimensional topic vector based on the n-words in a database. For each topic, the number of n-words in a document database represents the dimension of the vector and the probability that each word belongs to the topic represents an element of a vector.

Table 3 is an example of the extracted topics by the LDA and the computed vectors of real-documents. A column is a topic and a row is a document. Since the proposed approach changes the features of a document from the number of n words to the number of m topics, we can reduce greatly the computational cost of the EMD (n ≫ m). Also, these topic vectors consider the meaning of words in the document database, since these vectors are extracted from the frequency of the word in each document and the probability of the word belongs to the topic (Blei et al., 2003).

Although we reduce the number of features in a document, it is still not possible to compute document similarity using the EMD since the ground distance between the features does not exist. To solve the problem, we calculate the ground distance between the topics by using the cosine similarity. The proposed approach first represents each topic in a document database as an n-dimensional topic vector based on the n-words in a database. For each topic, the number of n-words in a document database represents the dimension of the vector and the probability that each word belongs to the topic represents an element of a vector.

The proposed approach applies the cosine similarity Eq. (1) to all pairs of the topic vectors. After calculating the cosine similarity, the distance between the topics is calculated as (1-cosine similarity). Since the proposed approach uses the probability that a word belongs to each topic, it can compute the accurate distance even if we use the cosine similarity. The proposed approach reduces the number of features in the document from n words to m topics (n ≫ m) and calculates the distance between the features based on the relation between the words and the topics; thus, it can compute a document similarity by using the EMD.

As stated in above section, the EMD considers the similarity between the bins in different positions by using the ground distance between the bins. In our approach, a topic corresponds to the bin of a histogram and the ground distance between the topics exists. Therefore, the proposed approach can compute the semantic similarity between the documents even if the two documents consist of different topics.

| Table 2: Topics and representative words of each topic extracted by the LDA |
|-------------------------------|-------------------------------|-------------------------------|-------------------------------|-------------------------------|
| Topic 1 (politics) | Topic 2 (health) | Topic 3 (medical) | Topic 4 (christian) |
| Moralist | 0.041 | Human | 0.024 | Food | 0.010 | Doctor | 0.008 | God Ada | 0.029 |
| Objectbuild | 0.000 | Objectnet | 0.017 | Cancer | 0.008 | Disectomy | 0.007 | Christian | 0.013 |
| Peoplenet | 0.017 | Donahue | 0.017 | Disectomy | 0.007 | Vitiello | 0.007 | People | 0.008 |
| System | 0.015 | Absolutist | 0.013 | Medicare | 0.007 | Candidacy | 0.007 | Christian | 0.008 |
| Personal | 0.012 | Write | 0.012 | Msg | 0.006 | Medicar | 0.006 | Biblical | 0.007 |
| Write | 0.012 | Personal | 0.012 | Aider | 0.006 | Trebise | 0.006 | Lovecraft | 0.006 |
| Claimant | 0.011 | Write | 0.012 | Draggie | 0.006 | Subjective | 0.006 | Lord | 0.006 |

| Table 3: Topic vectors of documents |
|-------------------------------|-------------------------------|-------------------------------|-------------------------------|-------------------------------|
| Topic 1 | Topic 2 | Topic 3 | Topic 4 |
| Document 1 | 0.00175 | 0.00058 | 0.95606 | 0.00006 |
| Document 2 | 0.00092 | 0.64965 | 0.00078 | 0.11173 |
| Document 3 | 0.95333 | 0.00117 | 0.00104 | 0.95491 |
| Document 4 | 0.00052 | 0.00056 | 0.00063 | 0.95491 |
| Document 5 | 0.23231 | 0.00050 | 0.72529 | 0.00056 |
We use Fig. 3 and Table 4 to show an example of the computation of the semantic similarity between the topics. Figure 3 shows 4 topics extracted by the proposed approach. In Fig. 3, the $x$ axis is the extracted topics and the $y$ axis is the weight. Table 4 shows the distances between the 4 topics calculated by the proposed approach. In Fig. 3, document $A$ has a high weight on the topic ‘health’, document $B$ on ‘Christian’ and document $C$ on ‘medical’. Since ‘health’ and ‘medical’ are topics related to health-care, document $A$ is more similar with document $C$ than document $B$. However the cosine similarity calculates the similarity between document $A$ and $B$ as 0.587, a similarity between document $A$ and $C$ as 0.433. The similarity between document $A$ and $B$ is measured higher than the similarity between document $A$ and $C$.

This result comes from the problem that the cosine similarity is computed based only on the frequency of the common words used in two the documents. The proposed approach solves this problem. The similarity of $A$ is calculated by the proposed method between document $A$ and $B$ is 0.463 and the similarity between document $A$ and $C$ is 0.528, then document $A$ is more similar to document $C$ than $B$. As shown by this result, the proposed approach computes a document similarity more accurately since it considers the semantic similarity between the topics.

**EXPERIMENTS**

In this Section, we compare the accuracy and the similarity computation time of the proposed approach with those of the cosine similarity by various experiments.

**Experimental environment:** We used Newsgroup 20 for experiments. Newsgroup 20 is a document database widely used in document classification and clustering (Rennie, 2008; Bisson and Hussain, 2008). The Newsgroup 20 consists of 20,000 newsgroup articles and is divided into 20 topics. And these 20 topics are classified into 7 main topics. 4.5% documents in the Newsgroup 20 belong to more than two topics. Table 5 shows the topics in the Newsgroup 20. We randomly sampled 300 newsgroup articles for each topic; thus, the number of documents used was 6,000.

To verify the performance of the proposed approach, we measured the accuracy (precision and recall) of the $k$-nearest neighbor search and the similarity computation time. The correct answer set to a query document is the 300 documents in the same topic which the query document belongs to. The detailed process to measure the accuracy is as follows:

1) The similarities between all pairs of documents are measured by computing the proposed approach and the cosine similarity.

2) We searched the top $k$ documents similar to a query document. The number of searched documents, $k$, was from 30 (10%) to 300 (100%).

3) We measured the accuracy by computing the precision and recall rate.

4) The processes in 2) and 3) were iterated over all the documents in the Newsgroup 20 and the results were averaged.

**Experimental results:** In the first experiment, we measured the precision and recall of the proposed approach according to the number of topics in the LDA. As stated in above section, users should give the
The accuracy of the proposed approach can be changed according to the number of topics. Figure 4 shows the measured accuracy of the proposed approach according to the number of topics. The $x$ axis is the number of selected documents and the $y$ axis is the precision and recall rate. The EMD t20, EMD t30, EMD t40 and EMD t50 mean that 20, 30, 40 and 50 topics are extracted from the document database. These are the same for all the experiments.

Figure 4 shows the experimental results. In Fig. 4, the accuracy increases as the number of topics increases but decreases after the EMD t40. When the number of extracted topics is 20, the same number of topics in the Newsgroup 20, the experimental result showed low accuracy. It is because the LDA uses a statistical method based on probabilities to extract the topics. Therefore, the extracted topics by the LDA do not exactly match the true topics. This makes the accuracy low at the EMD t20, even though the number of extracted topics is the same as the number of true topics.

The highest accuracy is at the EMD t40. Since a greater number than the true number of topics is extracted at the EMD t40, the possibility of the dissimilar documents tied to the same topics is lower than the EMD t20. On the other hand, though the possibility of the similar documents tied to different topics is high, the EMD can compensate for the similarity between these documents. As a result, the accuracy becomes high at the EMD t40. The reason why the accuracy falls greatly when the number of topic is over 40 is that the number of extracted topics is

Table 5: Topics in the newsgroup 20

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Computer-related topics</th>
<th>Controversial issues</th>
<th>Scientific subjects</th>
<th>Recreation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graphics</td>
<td>Guns</td>
<td>Crypt</td>
<td>Autos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms-windows</td>
<td>Mideast</td>
<td>Electronics</td>
<td>Motorcycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibm-hardware</td>
<td>Religion</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>Baseball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac-hardware</td>
<td>Misc</td>
<td>Space</td>
<td>Hockey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows-x</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>Social issues</td>
<td>Atheism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsale</td>
<td>Christian</td>
<td>Atheism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The second experiment verifies the accuracy of the proposed approach with the cosine similarity by measuring the precision and recall. Figure 5 shows the results where the proposed approach had 32% higher accuracy on average in terms of precision and recall. The cosine similarity computes the similarity only for the words that match exactly between the two documents. In comparison, the proposed approach considers the semantic similarity between the topics by the LDA and the EMD; thus, it shows higher accuracy. For such a reason, while the precision of the cosine similarity decreases greatly as the number of \( k \) increases, the precision of the proposed approach decreases relatively small. Likewise, the growth of the recall in the proposed method with the increase of the number of \( k \) is higher than that of the cosine similarity.

In the third experiment, we extended the correct answer set from the 20 topics to the 7 main topics and measured the precision and recall of the proposed approach and those of the cosine similarity. Figure 6 is the experimental results. As shown in the figure, the accuracy of both methods is higher than before because the answer set is extended. However, the overall tendency is almost the same as with the second experiment. On average, the precision and recall rate of the proposed approach are 19% higher than those of the cosine similarity.

In the final experiment, we measured the computation time of the proposed approach and the cosine similarity. The computation times of the proposed method are measured according to the number of topics. Figure 7 shows the results. The \( x \) axis denotes the method and the \( y \) axis denotes the computation time. As shown in the figure, the proposed approach showed better performance than the cosine similarity regardless of the number of topics. This is because the proposed approach changed the feature of a document from \( n \) dimensional word vector to \( m \) dimensional topic vector \((n > m)\). Therefore, the proposed method has better performance even though the EMD has high computational complexity. As the number of topics increases, the computation time in the proposed approach increases, but it is still two times faster than the cosine similarity even at EMD t40 which has the highest accuracy.
CONCLUSION

The cosine similarity, one of the most popular document similarity measures, computes similarity by counting the same words in two documents. It cannot consider the semantic similarity between words. In this study, we proposed a new similarity measure that can reflect semantic similarity by using the EMD. Since applying the EMD to word similarity suffers from the high computational complexity, we extracted topics from documents by using the LDA, a document generating model. The LDA solves the high computational complexity since the number of topics is much smaller than that of words. We also proposed a notion of a distance among topics based on the cosine similarity. The proposed method can search for documents more accurately by reflecting the semantic similarity. The experimental results on real-world
document databases showed that the proposed method is not only more accurate but also faster than the original cosine similarity.
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